
Handout 0.2

Handout 0.2: Challenge and differentiation resource map

The audit is a diagnostic tool intended to help you plan your professional learning opportunities. It will 
help you identify key staff or aspects of practice to develop. The map below helps you navigate the 
resources in response to your diagnoses. The suggestions in bold signpost strategies and processes 
available in this toolkit while non-bold text signposts useful ideas which are in the public domain.
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Monitoring pays greater 
attention to teaching 
rather than learning

Lesson observations describe plans 
for differentiation but little evidence 
that this translates into creating 
challenge or match for pupils during 
the lesson

• Designing challenging tasks for 
sustaining pupil progress 
(Desforges; Handout 2.1)

• Handout 3.4: Tasks card 
(page 94)

• Pupil voice resource (Handout 2.6)

• Professional enquiry task 
cards (Handout 1.4)

• Appreciative inquiry 
(Handout 3.5)

• Differentiation: Support and 
challenge confidence audit

• Helpdesk
• Challenge cards
• Pattern cards

• Professional enquiry task card 
(Handout 1.4)

• Challenge cards
• Pattern cards

• Helpdesk

Primary schools may wish to seek 
support from secondary school subject 
experts while secondary teachers could 
try approaching a local higher education 
department for a one-off master class 

Marking and feedback are integral to 
differentiation practice but are 
addressed in a separate publication

Staff say they have few opportunities 
to share strategies or evaluate 
impact OR despite providing 
training, the effect is not seen during 
lesson observation

Planning and/or lesson 
observations/work suggest a one 
size fits all model. Review of prior 
learning and target grades don’t 
inform task allocation and challenge

Lesson plans include only generic 
statements to describe planning, for 
example by questioning or by 
outcome. Pupil observation 
demonstrates this has insufficient 
impact on learning

Though modelling ‘learning together’ 
has value, it is strength in subject 
knowledge which contributes to 
challenging question and answer

Diagnostic conversations indicate 
pupils are capable of more 
demanding tasks or that tasks are 
too difficult because pupils lack 
understanding of more basic 
principles

Teachers may have planned for 
support and differentiation, but they 
are less able to respond during the 
lesson to pupils whose progress is 
not what they expect

Though there is a range of 
challenging tasks, observation 
shows that it is the teacher who 
controls pace and the flow of 
challenging work

Evidence gathered through marking 
doesn’t lead to differentiated 
provision; for example recurring 
spelling mistakes don’t inform the 
weekly spelling test

Marking is done, but it 
isn’t used by pupils to 
personalise or 
differentiate learning

CPL not impacting 
teacher’s differentiation 
practice

Teachers don’t use 
data and evidence to 
plan for differentiation

Lesson planning 
indicates a limited 
repertoire of 
strategies are used

Subject knowledge is 
limiting teachers’ 
ability to plan for 
challenge

Teachers don’t notice 
when pupils are 
under- or 
over-challenged 

Teachers have few 
strategies for quickly 
supporting or 
challenging pupils

Teachers dictate pace 
and challenge thus 
failing to build pupil 
ownership of learning
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